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Offensive tackle Ray Forsythe talks of dreams of playing in the NFL- Sports, p. 16
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UCF not the best value for the
money, national magazines say

•
•

D But neither U.S.
News & World
Report nor Money
Magazine consider
factors that would
give UCF an edge.

•

•
•

by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer

Once again, UCF failed to
appear in U.S. News & World
Report's ranking of the top 15
southern region's universities, and
in Money Magazine's "Your Best
College Buys Now," UCF didn't
·even appear as a blip on the radar
screen.
Each fall, several national
publications rate and rank hundreds of four-year universities,
but it is important to note that
most rankings·are related to what
the editors feel are the best values
for the money, rather than _the
merit of the degree. That raises
many eyebrows and is still controversial in many academic
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Students dimb walls, talk to politicians in
unconventional 'Leadership UCF' class

•

Staff writer

by .MIKE NEMETH

•
•
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•
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Imagine having to scale a 50foot wall as part of an orientation for a
new3-credithourclassofferedatUCF.
That's how students taking Leadership
UCF began the semester. Throughout
the year-long class, students will study
more than six subjects from government to the environment as part of this
new program.
Leadership UCF is very different from any other course offered this
fall.
Created at UCF, the class has no
bounds, is graded on a pass/fail basis,
fits no mold and is free to be unique.
Rosibel Monserate, a communications student taking the class, said
the course began with an orientation
which featured apersonality test. Based
on the results, the students were divided into groups . Dr. Belinda
McCarthy, course instructor and Dean
of the College of Health and Public
Affairs. said the personality tests were
giventodeterminewhatkindsofpeople
students will have an easy or hard time
dealing with. Scaling the 50-foot wall
and getting through a maze were also
part of orientation.

''I enrolled in the course because it sounded like an awesome
class," said Monserate. "It covers all
aspects - working with all different
issues, like the environment, government and the arts."
Marilyn Crotty, coordinator of
the class and director of the UCF
Institute of Government, said the goal
was to get a cross-section of students
from all five colleges at UCF.
The students participating are
also proportionate to the ~izes of the
colleges they came from, reflecting
the demographics at UCF.
Crotty said the class meets about
once per month, usually on Friday
afternoons and Saturdays. The students study subjects ranging from the
arts to criminal justice and health tare
policies to education.
Crotty said there will often be
guest speakers, and each college is
committed to sponsoring one event.
This Saturday, for example, government is the focus. Fonner Florida
GovernorReubon Askew ( 1971-1979)
will speak to the class.
In October, economic development will be the focus and the college
of business administration is responsible.

circles.
What do these rankings and
surveys mean? The editors of U.S.
News and Money Magazine admit
they don't make assessments of
what graduates learn at college as
part of the ranking methodology.
They point out that their guide is
geared to average middle-class
parents who are "shopping" for
the best value.
The most common criteria
used in analyzing educational
quality versus value for money
includes high school class rank,
grade point averages and SAT and
ACT scores of incoming freshmen, faculty to student ratio, fouryear graduation rates and percentage of students who continue on
to professional or graduate
schools.
Critics of these rankings
point out that factors like faculty
resources, such as advanced laboratories and research centers, are
not considered or given little significance. Nor is the percentage
of faculty with doctorate degrees
q_r national and international recognition of certain specialized pro-

see MAGAZINES, page 5

Democfacy in action

The class also runs for two
semesters because the activities could
not fit into a single semester, Crotty
said.
The cJass is limited to upperclassmen with grade point averages of
at least 2.7 and students with leadership experience are preferred.
"You don't have to be a 4.0
(GPA) student to take this course,"
said Crotty, "but students who are
struggling academically don' tneed to
be spending their free time with this
program."
All UCF upperclassmen who
qualifioo were sent letters from Dr.
John Hitt, infonning them of the class
and locations of applications.
She said the application for the
progrfll11 was four pages -long and
included questions like, "What has
been your most challenging experience at UCF, why was it challenging
and what did you learn?"
More than 60 students applied
for the class last spring, and 39 were
chosen.
"We gotmore applications than
we expected. They are brave students,
=----------""""'---'=""--- Armando

see LEADERSHIP, page 4
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Bridgett O'Donnell, an education major, casts her vote
Tuesday in the Student Government Senate elections.

News

Opinion

Is it so wrong to want to be loved? -P. A-1

grams.
"Rating and ranking systems
are popular in any field of endeavor.. . It makes for interesting,
entertaining and even controversial reading, but very often it does
not reflect reality in its broadest
and truest sense," said Dean
McFall , assistant vice president
for university relations . "The real
test of educational effectiveness
is with the achievements of your
students; on that measure we' ll
compare and compete with anyone."
McFall continued by pointing out that UCF has achieved
national and international recognition in the fields of computer
science, electro-optics and laser
technology. He added, "That is
not factored into the methodology."
Other world-renowned univ ersi ti es like Harvard and
Princeton also failed to make both
magazines' top 10 lists , either.
"We have a highly individualized academic program ," said
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write news 823-8192

Talking politics
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University Floral
& Gift Shoppe

Hi 'J{g,iglibor!

YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS
NOW OPEN
UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO, FL 32765
(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177
We wire
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets
Anywhere!

WE SPECIALIZE IN

Armando Solares/FUTURE

Kim Darovek, a Student Government Senate candidate for Arts and Sciences
Seat 3, talks to Helena Hernandez and Danila Montiel during this week's
elections. Voting ended Wednesday afternoon.

HOW TO USE
THE BATHROOM.

ROMANTIC BOUQUETS
IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
$3.99 & UP
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
PRESENTATION BOUQUETS
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFTS
$15.00 & UP
• DISH GARDENS • GIFT BASKE:rs
CORSAGES - $5.00 & UP
• FLOOR PLANTS
BOUTONNIERS-$2.00 & VP!Sweetest Day .... October 15th

•
•

I

Show Student ID and
Get a 10% Discount
World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service

Rose Specials
Every Day!

Free Bridal Consultations

r--------,
(8Ji!!Jijj)_

ff)o you know that you use up to 55 gallons

Subs &

of water a day in the bathroom? It's true. So here's

•

Salad~

some simple bathroom training to help conserve
water. Turn off the faucet while brushing your

Subs & Salads

teeth. Take shorter showers. Put a weighted jug in
your toilet tank. It'll cut water loss by 15%.
And if you can't remember these tips, take this
paper with you the next time you go. l--800-MY-SHARE.

IT'S A CONNECTED WORLD. DO YOUR SHARE.

!J

~:.~~~:;: 01

-~·~arth Share

...........__I 12251 University Blvd.

FREE I
I
With Medium
I
Drink Purchase
I
Nol \'ldQ mill~~~~~e~. ~ ~~ w/deM!y I
Buy One 6" Sub and Get One of
Equal or
Lesser Value

\.
orders.Validwilh1his~only.Onepe1custome1;I
'--------~

(Across from UCF • Next to UC6Cinema)

PHONE AHEAD
FOR PICK-UP

281 • 1007

~

*

Blimpie

A

N

L

w+ E

~

s

FR EE

Buy One Footlong Sub and Get One
of Equal or
Lesser Value

X UCF

With Purchase of 2
Medium Drinks·

UNIVERSITY

WE FRESH SLICE OUR SUBS TO ORDER!

Not >'al~ 'Ni t~~fc,~~~c~•o~~;,,~, ~:,~! widelr-~

__________ _,,

~rders Vahelw11hmiscou;iono~1y

Onepe1customer ·
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"Building Our Future Community
Through PARTNERSHIPS"

th

•
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The Division for Student Affairs
invites the officers or leader representatives
of student organizations to attend the

6th Annual

L~aders'

•
•

Seminar

at the
Grand Ballroom & Courtyard
catered by Puff n Stuff.

•
•

Saturday, October 1, 1994,
8:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Make your reservations by Monday, September 26 to
the Student Organizations Office at 823-5107, Student Center Room 215

•
•

•
•

This is an exciting opportunity for the University community of leaders to
work together and expand t~eir awareness while confronting campus issues.

FREE to UCF STUDENTS • Casual Dress • Lunch is provided

•
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Newest Mexican Hot Spot is Chile lnslilute at NMSU

•

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•
•

•
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•

•

•

LAS CRUCES, N.M.-ln a
place where the food often burns
as hot as the sun, southern New
Mexico is the natural choice for
the world's first international center devoted to the chile pepper.
Or so it seems to officials at
New Mexico State University's
Chile Institute, who have announced the beginning of private
fund-raising efforts to raise $2.5
million for an International Center for Chile. The center will be
located on the New Mexico State
University campus in Las Cruces.
"We want to illustrate the
wonders of chile," says Paul
Bosland, who is director of the
Chile Institute, a resident chile
breeder and a New Mexico State
University horticulture professor.
"And I can't think of a better place
to educate the world about them
than here in New Mexico."
Bosland and his colleagues

are sizzling with ideas on how to
make the center into the international hot spot for chile research
and education. Plans for the
12,000-square-foot institute inelude various exhibits devoted to
the spicy pepper, an archive, a
horticulture unit, a cafe and a gift
shop.
At the horticulture unit,
there will be an outdoor demonstrati on garden and a greenhouse,
which will harvest hundreds of
chile varieties year round. The
exhibit area wil1 chronicle the history of chiles, their popularity
around the world and their effect
on various industries. Meanwhile,
a gift shop will feature hundreds
of chile-related items, and a cafe
will 'Serve up hot and spicy food
dishes from around the world.
Dave DeWitt, theinstitute's
.executive secretary and editor of
"Chile Pepper" magazine calls the
center "a cross between a museum
and Epcot center." He says eventually, Chile Institute officials

hope to add a theater, a children's
museum and a chile germ plasm
storage area to make the center an
ideal spot for both researchers and
tourists.
The journey toward the actualization of a chile research center has been a long one, says
DeWitt.
· "About 15 years ago, I
started collecting scholarly information about chile on my own,
and I knew there were other people
out there were doing the same
thing," he says. "Then I thought,
'What's going to happen to al 1this
stuff when I'm gone?"'
1
In addition to adding a spicy
kick to the local tourism industry,
Bosland says he hopes the proposed center will help c~ile growers learn more about their crop as
well. "It would h~lp enhance the
economic development here in
New Mexico," he said.
Emma Jean Cervantes, a local chile grower and chair of the
institute's board, agrees. "It's go-

ing to be a great research facility
and a center to place our archives,"
she said. "We'll kind of be the
computer of chile,"
Bosland said chile research
has been going on in the state of
New Mexico for more than 100
years. "It's always been an iinportant crop to the residents here. It's
our national identity," he said .
"New Mexico is the leading chile
producing state in the country.
People from all over tne world
come her to learn about chiles."
Fund-raising efforts for the
chile center kicked into full gear
in August, when the NMSU College of Agriculture hosted the
National Pepper Conference. Brochures were handed out to the
participants, who came from all
over the world to discuss the latest
chile findings.
"We've turned to the food
industry, especially the Mexican
or spicy food industry, formoney,"
said Bosland. "We hope to get as
much private support for this as

we can."
And according to Bosland,
the money is already coming in.
Those who give at least $100 to the
center's construction will be inducted into the institute's "Hall of .
Flame."
Although the NMSU Board
of Regents has yet to officially
vote on the Chile Institute's plans
for the International Center for
Chile, Bosland is confident that
the endeavor will be deemed worthy of a spot on campus. "Chiles
are abig thing down here," he said.
"This is something that's a natural
for us."
And if they build it, wil1
people come? Bosland, for one,
said yes. "When people realize all
the things chiles are used forfood, medicine, dyes-they'll want
to learn more," he said, adding that
the increased attention paid to spicy
food is indicative of people's interest. "It's an important part of our
life here., It pays a huge role in our
culture."
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D College Pigsty Search
Milton Bradley's Pass the Pigs
is holding a National Pigsty Search.
The contest is open to an college
students, who must be nominated by
aresidentadvisor. Thec~ntestantwith
the messiest room willreceive$ I ,OOO,
a professional room cleaning, an oncampus party for I 00 friends and a
Milton Bradley prize pack. Contestants can send a 4" x 6" photo of their
dorm room, a brief paragraph describing why they are proud of their
room and a signature from an RA to:
Pass the Pigs' Pigsty, c/o FleishmanHillard, Inc., 1330 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, NY 10019.
Entries must be received by Oct. 10.

10 and 11 at the Howard Johnson
Hotel and Conference Center in Daytona Beach. For more information call
(304)-242-4900.

FAMILY AMUSEMENT CENTER

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!!!!

OVER 60 GAMES !!!

o Management series
The Procurement Technical
Assistance Center, a part of the Small
Business Development Center in the
CollegeofBusiness Administration at
UCF, is offering a nine-part series on
Essentials in Contract Management.
It will be hel_d on Tuesdays beginning
Sept. 20 from 6 to 9 p.m. at the UCFBCC campus Cocoa. Call the Small
Business Development Centerat 823-

STOP

BY OUR NEW STORE

VIDEO GAMES
POOL
PRIZES!!!

-..-

NEXT TO THE UC-7 MOVIE THEATRE
AT THE CORNER OF UNIVERSITY & ALAFAYA

PARTIES AND PRIVATE
RENTALS!!!

,-------------,
I PRESENT·THIS
FOR I

THELARGESTGAMEROOMIN
THE UCF AREA !!!
282-2474

~D

I
I
I

D Volleyball clinic
Volleyball legend Karch Kiraly
will conduct an instructional clinic
from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday, Sept. 23 at
Disney's Grand Floridian Beach Resort after the Old Spice King of the
Beach Invitational. A$25 registration
fee will be collected. Call (800) 4245754 for information .
D Nurses Convention
The Florida Nurses Association will hold its 83rd Annual Convention Sept. 21-24 at the Marriott at
Sawgrass. Beverly Malone is scheduled to speak at 10:30 a.m .. Friday,
Sept. 23. For more information contact the Florida Nurses Association.,
P.O.Box536985, Orlando, FL 328536985. Or call 896-3261.

D Miss Teen Pageant
Applicants are now being accepted for the 1994 Miss Teen All
American Pageant to be staged Dec.

I
I
I

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER DAY
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
~XPIRES 9/30/94 _CALL GAMEPLAYERS 282-24~

5554~

DAmericanHeart Walk
D High speed rail
The Florida Department of
Transportation is holding a public
workshop concerning the proposed
development of a high spee.d rail service in Florida, from 7 to 9 P.M..
Thursday, Oct. 6 at the Orlando Museum of Art. For additional information contact Dawn Weaver at 6231085, ext. 117.

3 FREE TOKENS!!!

~-------------,

Bob Opsahl, anchor for WFTV
Channel 9, will join thousands of Citizens ofMetro Orlando to walk all over
heart diseases during the American
Heart Walk, 2 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 23 at
Rollins College in Winter Park. Call

L PRESENT THIS AD FOR ONE FREE I

I SODA WITH YOUR $5.00 TOKEN
I
PURCHASE

I
I

!EXPIRES
10-15-94
LIMIT
2 COUPONS
PER_ DA5
L_ _ _ _
___
__
____

,--

University Mobil
We would like to welcome
back the students of UCF
with:

· -··

--

Kaplan and get
a higHer score...
take

I

Free medium fountain drinks
with any purchase ·

.-----------------,
1QO/
I

University Mobil

:
/O off on Repairs.:
L-----------------~
.-~---------------,

:$19.95 Oil Change :
I

Oil filter, Lube, 9-point safety check I

L-----------------~

677-7988
University Mobil
4009 N. Goldenrod
Corner of Universit & Goldenrod

•,

I

(M@bil)

GRE
;: •, 1 .

More students take Kaplan's courses every .
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

The Answer to the test question
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Program hopes to expand next year
LEADERSHIP, from page 1
not knowing what to expect [from a
new course]. With 25 ,(XX) students at
UCF,it'sashamethatonly39kidscan
participate," said Crotty.
Crotty added that they did not
run alargerclass because it would hurt
the effectiveness of group projects. If
the program had more money, one
idea would be to run two sessions of
the course. It should not be a problem
to get more money in the future, Crotty
said. Currently, the program is funded
through the Strategic Planning Initia-ti ve award program.
This popular new course originated with the experiences McCarthy
enjoyed in a program called Leadership Orlando.
"I learned a great deal about
Orlando and the challenges facing it
Then I thought, who better to benefit
from this sort of experience than col-

legesrudents before they getinvolved
in their careers?"
Crotty said this program fills a
void in the university system. There
are leadership programs for all other
groups of people, but nothing for college swdents, she said.
JuniorAchievementrunsaprograrn for high school students and
Leadership Orlando is for people alreadyestablishe.d in their careers. Leadership UCF is the first program of its
kind to be offered to UCF swdents.
Upperclassmen, who take
mostly courses in their major, rarely
have the chance to deal with swdents
from other colleges. Crotty said the
program offers something for everyone-theopporn.initytoenbanceleadership skills.
Swdent Government has leadership programs, and other places
across the United States offer noncredit leadership courses, but none

like the one UCF offers, Crotty said
Crotty said McCarthy, along
with herself and a steering committee
comprised of srudents, designed the
group. She said theyfust brainstormed
on what would be best for the group.
Then it took about a year to develop
their ideas.
The program, much like Leadership Orlando, combines exposure to ·
community issues with leadership
training and skill development
McCarthy said that as instructor, she determines whether the swdents pass or fail. "I' malso involved.in
evaluating the program," she said. '1
want to make sure it has all the elements it need.s."
McCarthy said she takes swdent input very seriously because she
wants to improve the young program.
One change already need.s to be
made, she said. 'We can't schedule
[class] duringfootball games [again]."

there's a cure.
•

•
10042 University Blvd.
1 mile west of UCF on
the corner of Dean Rd.
University Oaks

GALVESTON, Texas-Feeling run-down? Weepy? Don't want to
get out of bed in the morning? You
may have caught a bug from your
roommate: depression.
Depressed swdents can make
their roommate feel more depressed.,
according to a swdy recently conducted by Dr. Thomas E. Joinerof the
University of Texas Medical Branch
in Galveston. Results of the study
appeared recently in the Journal of
Personality and Social, Psyclwwgy.
If the roommates are the types

who crave constant reassurance, the
swdy said, then they were more likely
to catch the blues.
Nearly lOOpairsof roomrnates
male and female, those who picked
each other and those thrown together
by lottery we examined.
Swdents from an introductory
psychology class and their same-sex
roommates filled out questionnaires
about their personal views, feelings
and attiwdes of school, work and
friends. Three weeks later, they filled
out the surveys again.
The tests measured depression,
anxiety, stress and the need for reas-

surance.
When the results were compared, roommates of psychology
class students showing mild signs
ofdepression, such as sadness, tiredness, irritability and lack of motivation, had become more depressed
over the three weeks. The change
occurred no matter how much depression they exhibited on the first
survey or what had happen~d to
them during that time.
The study' s results coincides
with another study that found people
who repeatedly need to be told
they're okay tend to be depressive.

679~2448

Wolff System Tanning at

•
•

Taii-Fastique

Tarmit19 Safon

•

FULL SERVICE SALON

$_fl

TAN

Feeling' depressed? Could be your roommate
College Press Service

We have
Drive-Thru Service

10
SESSIONS

4NAIL

TECHNICIANS
TO SERVE

YOU
Sign Up a Friend &
Cet 2 Free Visits

•

Call for Prices!
(Student Discounts Available)

MASSAGE THERAPIST (By Appt. Only)
REEDY PLAZA -10376 E. COLONIAL
Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a-m-9 pm; Sat. 9 am-6 pm
282-6042 cam•~
Licensed & Certified #T-50-94

•

•

•
•

Massage Therapist #f.l.\ 0011430

•
• Full line of
HP scientific &
business
calculators.
•HP IOB

•HP 17 Bil
•HP 95LX
•HP 200LX
•HP 32SII
•HP 42S

Call Don O'Rourke NOW! at

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE
FLORIDA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

•

The Florida House of Representatives is taking
applications for the 1995-96 Intern Program.

•

Thirty-five to 40 positioiis are
available each year in committees

•

and offices in the House.

INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer
898-0081 - 2916 Corrine Drive - by the navy base

, Reformed
University
Fellowship
Christian Fellowship featuring....

Interns are:
• Appointed for 12 months, beginning
.June 1 ofeach year
• Paid a stipend of $1,000 per month
• Receive 36 hours of tuition over
a two-year period
• Work a minimum of
20 hours per week

•

•
•

For an application or
information, call or write:

•

Beverly Broussard,
Program Coordinator

*

Solid, in-depth Bible teaching

Florida House of

*

Small Group interaction

Representatives

•

•

Intern Program,
Semester study: The Book of Daniel
"Making Life Count & God's Future Plan"

Every Wednesday at 7:30 PM Student Center 211

320 The Capitol,
Tallahassee, FL

32399-1300;
(904) 487-2390

Sponsored by Presbyterian Church in America
Everyone Welcome!

•

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION: NOVEMBER 1, 1994

•
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UCF made top 15
in previous years

State of Florida Employees

MAGAZINES, from page 1

Jim Feeney, director of special
project development for the New
College of the University of South
F1orida, Money Magazine's No. I
rated university for best college
value. "We are very selective in our
admission standards, because we
think it is important that [we achieve
a situation where] we have good
students working with other good
students."
New College, established in
1964, has 540 students, and unlike
UCF, it does not have intramural
sports, an engineering school, or
any graduate or post-graduate education.
In 1991 and 1992, UCF was
ranked No. 11 in the southeast by
U.S. News.Additionally, 98 percent
of the faculty at UCF have doctorates; the school has a 17-to-1 faculty
to student ratio and a 44 percent
graduation rate.
Stetson University and
Rollins College were ranked second and third, respectively, in U.S.
News's top 15 regional universities
for the south.
"If you judge attractiveness
of a university by how many students continue to want to come here,
by that measure UCF is among the

IDfilm ~ \fttlJ:ill\ ElliffiU ffiwc1
f!m&!ni~i'W/

Pre·Tax Open Enrollment Sept. 12 • Oct. 14 ·
For Afore Information Call (BOO} 416-1618
Benefit Fair
September 23, 1994

Student Center
UCF

Pine Harbor Apartments

Student Bargains

JI Lifesty{e of Lutury and 'Etceffance!

. Save more.
It's been. rented before.
"

SPACIOUS 1, 2 & 3 BEDROOMS
(SPLIT PLANS)
• FULLY ENCLOSED

Sleeper & Chair Sets .................. .from $199.99

A/c RACQUETBALL CT.

5-Pc. Dinette Sets ....................... from $ 99.99

• REFRESHING POOL & SUN DE~K AND SPA
• TENNIS AND BASKETBALL

3-Pc. Occatio·nal Tables ............. from $ 59.99

• FULL SIZE WASHER/DRYERS AVAILABLE

Full Bed Sets ............... ., ...'. ....... ,.. Jrom $ 59.99
Hurry in lo Corl an<.l save 30-70% on pre-leased. brand name
furniture. We sell for less, so you cnn't afford lo miss these savings.

NEWS t::UI I UR .
WANTED.
CALL

1920 Semoran Boulevard [ v.1SA

I

Store Houn: Mon-Fri 9 a.m.- 6 p.m.rAfi"1

ASK ABOUT OUR STUDENT s·PECIAL! !

823-8192
"

.·

Sat.10a.m.-5p.m.

-

CORT.

FURNITURE RENTAL
CLEARANCE CENTER

"--"•

WUCF-FM

Program Schedule
T& Ahan::1live ad C,JJ,_.d .Sa.oce
September, October 1994

TIME

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

4:00AM
7:00AM

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Music through the Night
Record Sheff

TIME
4:00AM

WUCFMoming

WUCFJazz

7:00AM

Morning

•

8:00 AM

•

On Boo~

7:55 AM
Club del Sol

8:15 AM
9:00 AM

I

•

Letter from America

Audiophile

Cleveland City

Tech

8:00 AM

Quarks

America & the World

Aud~ion

Club Forum

Nation

8:15 AM

Hispanic Show

BBC Newshour

•

Jazz on the Beach

Today

11:00AM

10:00AM
11:00 AM

12:00 PM

Music of

12:30 PM

the Emerald Isle

NPR Playhouse

New Letters on the Air

RctlerVJames Exchange

Software/Hardtalk

American Reader

12:30 PM

1:00 PM

The Music

Practical

The French

The Italian

The Jewish

Dialogue

1:00 PM

1:30 PM

of India

Wisdom

Show

Show

Hour

WUCF Spotlight

NPRWor1d

1:30 PM

2:00 PM

Show

E-TOWil

Afropq> Worldwide

Brazilian Hour

Sandy Bradley's Potluck

Rhythm Revue

of Opera

2:00 PM

BBC Outlook

4:00 PM

12:00 PM

WUCFinthe

The Bluegrass Show

3:00 PM

Afternoon

5:00 PM
OnBoo~

5:51 PM

•

9:00 AM

Perfonnance

3:00 PM

•

7:55AM

Quirks and

10:00AM

•

Sport and Society

Sport and Society

Blues Before

4:00 PM

Sunrise

5:00 PM

(after the opera)

5:51 PM

6:00 PM

Folk Sampler

Jazz After Hours

6:00 PM

7:00 PM

The Blues Show

Prime Time Jazz

Blues on

7:00 PM

Saturday

8:00 PM

8:00 PM

9:00 PM

9:00 PM
10:00 PM

Reggae Reflections

Four Queens Jazz

Rhlerwalk Jazz
Knight Rock

11:00 PM
12:00AM

Jazz from Lincoln Center

Knight Rock

Jazzset

McPartJand'& Piano JBZZ

Bluesstage

10:00 PM

LMngin

Knight Rock

11:00 PM

the 80s

12:00AM

2:00 AM

2:00AM

4:00 AM

4:00AM

* "EARTH AND SKY" airs Monday through Friday at 12:00, 5:40 and 8:55 pm.
** NPR NEWSBREAKS are provided Monday through Friday at 7:01, 8:01, 10:01 & 11 :01 am, and at 12:01, 1:01 2:01 & 3:01pm.

._ 89.9 NEWS & SPORTS airs during WUCF in the Afternoon. Newsbreaks air at 3:26, 3:56, 4:26, 4:56, 5:26 and 5:56, Sportsbreak.s air at 3:50, 4:15, 4:50 and 5:15
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SG hopefuls need to
quit assaulting people
"Hi, are you in the College of Arts and Sciences?"
If you' re like everyone else al I across campus, you've also

spent the last few days avoiding those brightly striped tents
scattered across campus. For those living in a dark cave (the
dorms), the Student Government elections are going on. For
those who really don't know what's happening, Student
Government is an organization dedicated to acting in the best
interests of the student and becoming the "student's voice" in
university politics. Basically, it's a way for political hopefuls
to hone their butt-kissing and money laundering skills. For the
rest of the week, be prepared to be assaulted with small bits of
colorful paper and bright shiny baubles designed to make you
vote for whomever.
For most students across campus, electi~ns come and go
without much notice, unless you consider interrupting a fine
cafeteria meal to hear someone's speech on how their going to
cancel school every Friday an intrusion.
On the other hand, as far as the administration is concerned, Student Government is just a way to keep the students
happy while building mansions and authorizing pay raises for
themselves. Mostofthestudentswhogetelectedhavealready
"networked" their way into the cold dark hearts of the administration anyway, so little, if any, is to be expected from them.
As is normally the case, elections will come and go, and
nothing will really happen except the "ruling" class propagating itself by converting those innocent hopefuls who actually
hope to change something.
After a long hard day of denying any connection with the
school and deliberately forgetting your student ID, settle back
and get ready for HOMECOMING!
Yes, homecoming, that bastion of Greek celebration and
rowdiness where everyone gets to see where their hard-earned
tuition goes. Maybe you're not a big fan of Jeff Foxworthy
(who?), but just know that you can still see him in all his prime
for just $5.
For those of you unfamiliar with this system, what happens is
you pay $5 dollars now and pray that it will find it's way into the
hands of some kind generous soul who will actually try to use is
to pay for a concert in the spring (don't hold your breath.)
Ofcourse, the budget spending ofthis fineinstitutionis neither
here nor there (most there). The last thing I'm sure you want to
know is that our fine Student Government allocated $60,000 to the
Campus Activities Board for concerts throughout the year. ·Back to Student Government - I hope you_showed your
support for the Student Government and voted this week. If not,
make sure you at least vote in the elections that really count- the
spring presidential elections. Even if you don't know anyone on
the ballot, just close your eyes and put marks on the paper, that's
what most people do.
Chad Brunner
Opinion Editor

Central Florida Futrire

Letters to the Editor
Homecoming activities not quite accurate

Love one another... Eat what you want

I would like to bring to your attention a few errors in
your Sept. 20, piece on Homecoming activities.
The piece states that Universal Studios will "bring a
big screen to the Green to show the movie Jurassic Park .. "
I feel it is important to note that Universal Studios was not
responsible for the fil!Il screening, and proper credit
should oe given. Brian Win_throp International was contracted for their "Big _Surf Drive-In" program, which
provides a large screen, rear projection system with surround sound. The film was contracted through Swank
Motion Pictures.
It is also false that Universal will be providing the
char~cters of Dracula and Lucille Ball for the event, as
stated in your piece. Only the characters of Beetlejuice
and Frankenstein will make an appearance.
As the person responsible for booking this event aQd
contacting Universal Studios, I am surprised that I was not
contacted to confirm the above items for your story.

I would like to respond to the views on animal rights
expressed by Dave Bauer and Cynthia Conlin. Ms. Conlin,
a vegetarian, cited a variety of reasons for not eating
animals, including nutrition (we can get all the nutrients we
need from non-animal sources), human physiology (our
teeth are better equipped for grinding grains that tearing
flesh), evolution (our closest relatives our the apes, which
are mostly vegetarian), and, of course, the unsanitary and
cruel conditions of chicken farms and slaughterhouses. Mr.
Bauer's argument, on the other hand, relies mainly on the
views of PETA, an animal rights group that he describes as
extremist. He ends his letter with a quote from the Bible.
Were I not already vegetarian, I would certainly be more
readily swayed by Ms. Conlin's arguments than those of
Mr. Bauer.
However, I agree with Mr. Bauer's statement, " .. .I
absolutely disagree with the idea that eating be~f or any
kind of meat is morally wrong." I feel that the issue is not '
whether it is "right" or "wrong" to eat animals, for they are
indeed a part of the food chain, just as are vegetables. In my
opinion, the important issue is one of awareness. Most
people prefer to eat food such as fish processed into a neat,
square patty than in it's natural, fish-shaped form. The
same is true of meat. We're so afraid to acknowledge that
it was once a living, breathing creature that we've invented
a new vocabulary. The pig we eat is called pork, cow is beef
or hamburger, veal is killed young. Hiding the true nature
of the food we eat not only makes us more comfortable
about eating it, but it makes it easier to take for granted.
David Barnhill writes in the Spring 1993 issue of Tricycle
Buddhist publication, "Is it possible in our world to live
without killing? Can one, for instance, raise even an organic garden without killing some insects (let alone
weeds)? ... Such and affirmation of the inescapable, systematic nature of suffering, that 'every Ii ving thing impinges on
every other living thing' is not an excuse for a cynical
dismissal of concern but rather the source of an 'intensified
compassion."
And so, ¥s. Conlin, enjoy your salad. Mr. Bauer, savor
your steaks, but whatever it is you choose to eat, take a
moment to think of the suffering that was endured at the
expense of your meal, be it that of the animal who gave up
it's life or of the migrant worker who picked lettuce all day
at sub-minimum wage. By acknowledging the suffering of
others, perhaps we can develop compassion and loving
kindness in our hearts which could be extended to all our
fellow beings, both human and animal.

Derek Miner
Stuaent Director,
Cinema Committee

Education and awareness not peer pressure

© 1994 The Central Florida Future, Inc.

This is in response to Robert Voor' s article in the Sept. 8,
issue (" Put a condom on my head and call me Pippy"). He
Newsroom: (407) 823-8192; FAX 823-9495
seems to believe that handing out condoms promotes the
Editor in Chief
Dave Bauer "wrong" type of atmosphere and attitude regarding sex and
college life. Referring to those who are abstinent, he states
Managing Editor
Katie Jones
"... handing them a condom might pressure them or tempt
Sports Editor
Jason Swancey
them to be promiscuous and greatly increase their chance of
Entertainment Editor
Sean Perry
Opinion Editor
Chad Brunner dying of AIDS."
I'm sorry, but as a responsible virgin, I do not think that
Photo Editor
Armando Solares
someone handing me a·condom is going to suddenly overCopy Editor
Richard Agster
throw all my beliefs and moral standards. I'm not going to
Asst. News Editor
Alycia Severson
suddenly rip off all my clothes and leap onto the nearest man
Production Manager
Russ Welch
Staff Writers: Omar Dajani, Derek Krause, Andrew just to try out this new "toy" someone jut handed me.
If we here at college are" ... college students, and we'd like
Varnon, Justin Delias, Sean Devaney, Brynner Yee,
to be treated like adults ... " we don't we also a~sume adult
MikA Nemeth
responsibility. If we do choose to have sex, it is our responBusiness Office: (407) 823-8054; FAX 823-9495
sibility as an adult to use proper protection to prevent pregBusiness Manager
Steve Norris nancy and the spread of STDs. If Mr. Voor thinks people's
Advertising Manager
Jason Meder .moral characters are so fragile to be changed by someone
Advertising Production Asst.
Pete Matchett offering them a condom, I hate to think of his ideas on
Distribution Manager
Don Bates television and the movies today. Excuse me, but I need to go
Administrative Asst.
Ulla Pearson run off and blow something up, I just finished watching
Advertising Sales
Mike Battista, James Dourell, Lethal Weapon.
Offices: 12243 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817

Andrea Vasquez
Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or its
1ndiv1dual columnists and not necessarily those of the University administration or
Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed with a maximum of 300 words
and include the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are subject to
editing of grammar and for space and become the property of the newspaper, subject
to their publication . The Central Florida Future is a free, non-profit newspaper
published twice-weekly during the academic year and weekly during the summer.
The Central Florida Future , Inc., is a 501 c (3) Florida not-for-profit corporation and
is not officially associated with the Un iversity of Central Florida.

Lisa Drasco

Peggy Perozzo

Freshman

Physics

We encourage readers to send letters to the editor. Letters should be no more than 300
words in length and include the author's signature, phone number and major. Letters can
be sent to 12243 University Blvd., Orlando, FL 32817 or can be faxed to 823-9495.
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Cuba needs a new leader, and it's not America

The Clinton Health Care Plan

Not since the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962 has this
Caribbean island received so much attention from America.
Since Florida is the destination of the thousands of Cuban
rafters who brave the Florida Strait, the so-called Cuban
crisis is of particular interest to us.
I'd like to get one thing out of the way right away. I'm
not a xenophobe. I welcome immigrants from any nation,
any culture. After an, America was built largely as a result
of immigration-immigrant labor, immigrant ingenuity,
immigrant blood, sweat and tears. Unless you're derived
from Native American blood, you're an immigrant, too.
We are all the product of immigration at some point in the
past.
It has been the standing policy of America to a11ow any
person under political or religious persecution to emigrate
to our shores; however, let's look at a few ~tatistics
involving the recent Cuban situation. According to the
CIA World Factbook, the estimated population of Cuba
stands somewhere around the 12 million mark. Of those,
it is estimated that several million Cubans now anxiously
await visas to legally emigrate to the United States. Over
30,000 people have already braved the dangerous Florida
Strait, and many have perished. Clearly ,..this is a desperate
effort of a population that has few options available. Or do
they?
To understand the current political atmosphere in
Cuba, it is necessary to first look back at an historical
perspective. In the 1950s, Cuba was a thriving economic
center. Havana was the playground of the rich from ·all
over the world. America owned many of the country's
resources, including over 80 percent of Cuba's utilities,
which has been installed largely at American expense.
Cuba's leader at the time, dictator Fulgencio Batista, had
some unsavory ties to underworld gambling, prostitution
and drugs. The rich got richer, and the poor got screwed.
Fidel Castro, then a lawyer, became disgruntled at the
growing gap between the classes and mounted a revolution - a revolution of mountain peasants against the
powerful dictatorship. He . won against all odds, finally
driving Batista from power in January 1959. America's

and lifeboat economics

reaction was one of hope for a new political structure, a new
era of Cuban-American relation. Instead, Castro seized
American properties in Cuba, installed Communists in key
power positions and turned to the Soviet Union for political
and economic backing. The end result: Cuba had rraded one
dictator for another.
Whether Castro duped the peasants who fought for his
cause is speculation beyond this article. What I would like
to focus attention upon is the current chaos in Cuba. The
Cuban economy, no longer receiving millions of dollars
· each week from the former Soviet Union, is in disarray.
Trade partnerships have dissolved, and exports are waning.
The question remains: What do we do about it?
Currently, the United States is spending $50 million to
house the refugees at the American naval base at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. This represents an enormous
expenditure of capital on the part of America, and what's
the result? Cubans hopeful for the salvation of American'
opportunities have been returned to their homeland, with
no guarantee that their situation will improve.
Yes, I say let's help the Cubans out of their economic
and political quagmire. That's a basic tenet of America,
after all. But what does a total open-door policy to Cuban
refugees accomplish? Beyond helping those fortunate "
enough to gain a legal visa to America, it does nothing. It
won't change the situation in Cuba. Castro still remains in
power, and the temporary band-aid of refugee aid and
immigration won't change that.
Cuba needs to change itself from within. Castro did it in
the 1950s. A new leader needs to emerge in the 1990s. And
I realize the task is nothing short of Herculean, but it has
been done in the past, and the.only way for Cuba to really
affect permanent change for the better is to take its country
back. Only then can the rehuilding begin.

Liberals &Democrats -- The Facts and the Truth: Part Ill
vehemently protesting and abstaining from the conference.
Isn't it hypocritical for a party of self-proclaimed protectors of
individual rights to force women to not bear children? Such an act
is just as invasive as preventing abortion, if one believes in
murdering children for the sake of the mother's bodily freedom.
Additionally, the Democratic Presidential administration would
Due to a large response to this series, especially to article 2, be dictating to a largely non-white population the "acceptable"
I have taken two weeks to compile a sample ofinformation about behaviors ofa very intimate capacity. Would Al Gore dare support
the series topic- that liberals and Democrats, often one and the such preposterous measures for Americans? Or does he simply
same in life, have a flawed hodge-pcxlge theory based ma.inly believe the rest of the world is inferior, ignorant and require great
upon emotional ravings devoid of any real facts or logical liberal minds to direct them in the ways of father socialism?
thought. They are also known for hypocrisy.
There is also a very prejudicial reporting of issues by liberals.
In the June 1, 1994 issue of the Future, a story ran about the The media has coveroo violence against clinic workers and abortion
trip ofUCF Student Government Debbie Kane to Washington doctors (or more appropriately abortionists, since doctors save
D.C. She attended the Celebration of Abilities program in which lives) very wel1; however, no major network has given any
she received the Michael Schwerner Award for impressive· attention to radicals on the.other side. When threats were made
activism on the part of disabloo rights. She was disappointed to against priests in the Diocese of Miami, no reporters from large
find she couldn't complete the White House tour due to lack of stations were there, even though the lunatics threatened to kill I0
access ramps and handicap facilities. Perhaps men like Clinton priests for the recent deaths of abortionists and their voluntary
only support the disabled in theory and heart, for he obviously security. Where are the articles about the radical left or the atheists/
didn't want Ms. Kane to enter parts of the White House in her godless left? We hear enough about the radical right and what are
wheelchair. I'm sure most Democrats would deplore such an said to be the religious nuts of the Christian right. Perhaps all the
activity by any business or by any Republican-affiliated organi- liberal media wants us to see areconservati ve lunatics. Maybe there
zation, even if it because of unawareness or a lack of time to are more mentally unstable people to the left, put they're just in the
comply. I guess ADA is a point of hypocrisy for the Clinton closet - following the questionable logic of a recent respondent to
my second article.
administration.
Lastly, there is selective legal enforcement ofliberal principles.
Another instance of the two-faced liberal is in the World
Population Conference. Al Gore has stated that the United.States The prejudicial enforcement of the imaginary idea of separation
believes in the proliferation of birth control and full family of church and state is a good example. Although the principle is not
planning services to third world nations and that failure to stated in the Constitution, the Supreme Court saw fit to read it in as
institute these practices by sovereign third world nations would an implicit, unstated ideal despite the religious leanings of the
be taken negatively. He even indicated that it may effect fun cling founding fathers. Every time someone tries to reinstitute any
and support for those nations. These actions reflect a lack of graduation prayer, moment of silence or mention God in public, it
"cultural understanding," a big liberal point, since women in is found to be against the separation of church and state. The recent
third world nations see children as both a source of pride and issue of a moment of silence before Georgia school classes for
status. Additionally, large families are needed for fanning student contemplation and silent prayer shows this. A teacher who
can teach the theory of evolution and the religion of s~ience
economies.
This will, according to Sheldon Richman of the Cato Policy refuses to allow the moment. Now everyone who leans left
Report, lead to mandatory sterilization to reduce the number of finds the moment of silence wrong, but what about the removal
children the world has. Rich white people will tell poor black, of the right to worship? The liberals are preventing religion
brown and yellow people not to have children. Logically, this today the same way the state prevented the teachings of evolumust occur, considering the Democrats' insistence that large tion in the early 1900s.
Liberals are often two-headed. They support freedom when
populations lead to poverty and the opposition to birth control
its
to
their advantage, but deny it when 1) they are in the position
that wil1 result from most third world populations and their
governments. Even now, the fundamental Islamic nations are of power or 2) the particular group or person opposes them.

A pending national health care plan is currently
being debated in the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives. The proposed Clinton health care plan
could provide total health care coverage for virtually
aH Americans. On the othe~ hand, it could also represent a catastrophically expensive solution to our
country's health c.are crisis. My opinion favoring the
Clinton health care plan will be contrasted with the
argumentative concepts expressed by widely published author, Garrett Hardin, in his article, "Lifeboat
Ethics."
Most importantly, the proposed health care plan
would provide u_niversal coverage for not just some
people but all people. Critics of the plan state that the
associated costs would be astronomical thus leading to
national bankruptcy. Superior financial management
of the plan would therefore be critically important.
Currently, the government provides Medicare, education and defense to all American citizens. This same
approach can and should be applied to health care. If
insufficient revenues exist at some time in the future to
maintain health care in the black, then methods to
solve the situation would need to be implemented.
These methods may include cutting back other social
programs, tempqrary taxes or shifting other budgetary
funds to health care. These practices are used frequently by almost all state and federal governments
today, when and if the need exists.
Secondly, a universal health care plan for our
nation would help to stabilize the spiraling costs of
health care itself. Here, again, critics claim that additional layers of bureaucratic administration in the
health care system will add to the already high costs of
health care. Virtually everyone has been affected by
the perpetually rising cost of health care. The health
care system as it presently exists has become a feeding
frenzy pitting hospitals providing care against insurance companies providing health insurance coverage
with the consumer caught in the middle. Today, the
costs of duplication of efforts for the administration of
.health care is virtually impossible to accurately measure. By effectively and systematically streamlining
the administration of health care and eliminating unnecessary duplication, costs would stabiliz~ and in
all likelihood drop.
Thirdly, fraud could be brought under control in
the health c'are system. The potential for fraud exists
with any welfare system, and certain people will always attempt to beat the system fQr their own personal
financial gain. However, fraud has been brought under
control with remarkable success in other welfare programs with the implementation of effective participant
identification and security programs. Parallel programs could be implemented that would identify potentially fraudulent claims requiring further investigation. Additiona1ly, strict enforcement of the rules with
subsequent violators being promptly jailed would provide a valid incentive to any potential health care
system cheater.
Fina1ly, the present system of costly and unequa1ly
distributed high-technology medical equipment could
be solved. Certain areas of the country possess far
more equipment than they need with respect to patient
requirem~nts for their area. Unfortunately, the opposite situation also occurs when equipment shortages
result in patients needlessly having to travel great
distances at additional personal cost for necessary
medical treatments. The goal would be to relocate
existing under-utilized medical equipment to regions
that truly need it. This strategy would provide the
effect of increasing the operating efficiency of existing
equipment without needless and costly procurement of
unnecessary redundant equipment as is currently practiced. In short, more patients could be treated for far
less money .
On the whole, the undertaking of a national health
care plan is a tremendous financial gamble. Nevertheless , with superior financial management practices,
reduction of duplicative administration, identification
of fraudulent claims, and redistributing under utilized
equipment, health care costs could indeed first be
stabilized and then reduced thus saving U.S. citizens
billions of dollars yearly .

..
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ROOMMATES! ROOMMATES!
NEED A PLACE??? GOT A
PLACE??? WE HAVE HUNDREDS! CALL (40 7) 895-0800 OR
1-800-814- 2492
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Accounting on Computer for small
businessin0viedo.P/T+/-8hrs.to
fit your schedule. Experience not
necessary, must be reliable. $5/hr
to start. 365-3648

Real Estate for Sale:
RESUMES- Waters looking rough?
CondonearUniv/436.2BR/i1/2BA, Your ship has come in! $5 and up.
new oak kitchen. 1,000sq.ft. 2 bal- Laser printing. S.S. Resumes 657WESLEY FOUNDATION
conies, ctyard vfew, pool, tennis, v- 2920
United Methodist Campus
ball. All new plumbing. $34,900.
Ministry
Call 671-9420 (owner)
1-------------1
Student Center Room 206, 823Retail Help Wanted: for local B e a d - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
5335, Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 Room avail. to a responsible, N/S Store (Fash. Sq. Mall) Retail exp.
Computer
PM, SC 211, Sunday Dinner
male in a 3bd/2 1/2ba townhouse. helpful. MUST be reliable. Approx. 486dx 40 8/420/256K, 14.4 fax PERSONAL TRAINING
Group, 5:00 PM . Weekly Bible $235 + i/3 util. 282-8291
20 hrs./wk. Please call 897-3588 for modem TTX 14" .28 SVGA, VLB 1 Exercise Program. Development,
Study opportunities
details.
MB video and IDE/10, APC per 7T, strength and aerobic conditioning.
and much more!
Win & DOS $1735 OBO. Mike 679- UCF Student special. 380-3792
FUN & MONEY
8342
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for more informaNational Co. opening new b r a n c h • - - - - - - -.- - - .- tion.
office in Winter Park. Looking to Motorcycle Helmet~; 2 Shoe~. H~I- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
All Welcome!
individuals who love having fun and me~s-custom blaze No Fear with Private Scholarships Wait For You!!
1--------------1 3 bdrm/2bath apt, $600 @ mo. like working with people. FT/PT, call 2 visors $250, Black RF200-$150. Personal Computer Match! GuaranCHI ALPHA
Washer/Dryer, Pool. Located on f
t 644 _2060
Both vented and both have speak- teed. Call 1 (800) 807-6828 For ApCHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Goldenrod 1/2 m south of Univer- or app ·
ers. Both for $300. Scott 658-0366 plication
A LOVING COMMUNITY OF
sity. 896-8999 or 677-4291 after 6 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - i
STIAN FRIENDS
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CHAI
PM
. HEALTH PRO~C?TION
. Entertainment Center. White Wash CPA/Former College Instr. Call
Sponsored by the Assemblies of
~at1on~I Health~Nut~1t1on Co. with Oak $ 1OO. Becky 381 _2918 after Loretta at
_1
256 140
God
1mmed1ate openings in new Orlando . '
6 00
MEETS MON. 7:30 PM, STUApartment: 2bd/2ba, $425 per mo, office. Strong communications s k i l l s _ · - - - - - - - - - - DENT CENTER 214
walk to UCF, 3600 Khayyam Ave, req . Flexible hours. Call 644-8314 Washer & Dryer from $ 85 _ Refrig349 -2723
ALL WELCOME - MUSIC erator from $i 25. Microwaves from

1-------------1

s

REFRESHMENTS - FUN
For into call David M. 774-0777

FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3 different fundraisers
lasting either 3 or 7 days. No Investment. Earn$$$ for your group plus
personal cash bonuses for yourself.
Call 1-800-932-0528, ext 65

HflP WANlflJ

UCF CHESS CLUB ·
For info call John at 677-6102 or
stop by PH 220 Fridays from 5-9

***SPRING BREAK 95***
America's #i Spring Break
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
Company!
Knight Light, Thursdays, 7 PM, Ed.
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona &
Bldg. Rm i 74. Worship, Praise, Bible
Panama!
Study and Fellowship.
ii 0% Lowesf Price Guarantee!
All STUDENTS WELCOME, COME
Orgainize i 5 friends and TRAVEL
JOIN US!
Byron Kirkpatrick SC 207, 823-5336 FREE! Earn highest commissions!
(800) 32-TRAVEL
SKI TRIP '94
to Killington, Vermont. Sponsored
by C.A.B., i 2/i 8-23/94. For more
NEED SOMEONE TO DRAW
info call 823-26i i
SIMPLE APT. FLOOR PLANS ON
t--------------1 MAC. MLJST HAVE OWN MAC.
Suri Club party at Phun Shack, Fri. WORK AT OWN PACE. CALL 8959PM
0800

$50. 6 mo warranty. Delivery avail.
Appliance Recyclers 327-3777
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735
.
BED, QUEEN OR FULL, NEVER Professional typing in my home allows
USED $125. 678-8592
metooffermyservicesatveryresonable
rates. Term papers, reports, resumes,
coverletters,etc. Foryourconvenience,
Night Stocking Positions: 9:30 PM House - UCF/Rouse Rd, 3/2, 2020 I have a FAX, so your drafts can be
to 6:00 AM, M-F, Building Materials sq. ft. 4 months new! Loaded with faxed, saving you a delivery trip. CALL
positions also avail. PT/FT. Experi- extras, great location. $i 19,500. 645-0880. I'm only a phone call away.
3 80 3 7 2
ence helpful. Builders Square, L _ _ -__ _9_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-t"-------------,
11 i 00 E. Colonial Dr.

Wedding Gown-White size 8. Lots
of drop pearls. Asking $350, Call
382-3993
Wedding Gown-Ivory size 8. Pe~rls
Twin bed set-12 pcs +bedding $750, and sequins, asking $300, call 382Queen sofa sleeper & love seat 399:?
$250, 2 end tables & coffee table
$100-all. Dinette w/6 ch rs $175.
Desk w/chr. $75. moving-must sell!
380-8958

Golden Key meeting, Thursday,
.
1 acre wooded lot on pond. Quit/
Sept. 22 . SC 214 at 9:00. All mem- EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing country setting near Dean &Univerbers welcome
envelopes at ~o.me. Send long SASE sity. $29 ,900. G&H Realty. Gail 281to: Country L1v1ng Shoppers, Dept. 0162
S37 , P.O. Box i 779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727
....,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
~-----------iHome

for Sale-minutes from UCF
.
bd/2ba split plan-3 years new, all
Female to share 3bd/2ba house, W/ Help Wanted:. Earn up to $500 per appliances, dbl garage, fenced yard,
D, garage, 10 min. from UCF week as~embhng products at home. 89,900. Ask for Barry Denton, Real
No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700 Estate Professionals. 407-84 i-0888
$275mo + i /3 util. Call 382-5339
DEPT. FL-307
or 407-898-7879

-,

The Central Florida Future is looking to hire
two advertising representatives. Sales exp.
or advertisingsalesexp.
a real plus, but not required.

..

. -

Need extra income?

If you have a strong
sales ability, this job is
for you.
For interview, call Jason Meder at 823-8054.

.

-

. . •Landlords
•Insurance
•Contracts
•Traffic Tickets

281-4438
-

)

-

-

-- --- - - --

- .,
--· :

St:. JqsepfiS
CdtfioCic Cfiunfi
1501 Alafaya Trai I

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.rn.
Sunday Masses:
8a.m.,10:30_p.m. & 12 p.m.
..

275;-0~41

Six-foot, blonde, blue-eyed, stunning
literary magazine editor seeks men or
women to captivate me with their odd
and eccentric prose. You might even
win $100 if I judge you the best. Submit
works to: Implosion: A Journal of the
Bizzare and Eccentric, 12243 University Blvd., Orlando, Fl 32817. SASE for
reply.

Problems With:

~ SOL

~· -·~

A + Typing & Word Processing
Laser print. Professional results!
Same day turn-around available!
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123.

Student Legal Services·

. .

11 :o·o A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY

-..... - .

The Future offers flexible hours,great resume-building experience, and good pay.
$300-400a week, working 20-30 hours is possiblewe've had reps make
as much as $1000 in a
week.

.

WANTED: Guides (servers) for the
exciting and f1.:1n Colorado Fondue
Company Rest. If interested in having fun and making money call (407)
767-8323 for more info.

WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service
Since i 986 for all your student
needs. IBM and laser equip. Samedayserviceavail. We've moved. Call
for info. 277-9600

. .!

Need:
•A Will
•A Name Change
•Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides tree
legal consultation and representative in certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.

For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
· or stop by the student center
room 210
Monday---Friday 8am-5pm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

•
•

•

·on the·inside
.2

Just a thought: I just want to
be loved. Is that so wrong?
In Music: Coctails downtown,
Stereolab and P.E. reviewed.
Feature: "What's love got to do
with it." A look at one night stands.
Film: Man, Woman, Eat, Drink

at the Enzian.

A-10 Sept. 22, 1994

I just want to be loved.
Is that so wrona?

Just a thought
by Sean Perry
There seems to be so many
definitionsoflove, some explicit, some
as vague as the smokescreen most
gir1s produce after hearing a poor
pickup line. Scientist and philosopher,
Sigmund Freud, would explain the
phenomenon as an outlet for sexua1
expression. Layne Staley, Jead singer
for the Seattle based rock band Alice
in Chains, wou1d define it as heroin
flowing through the need1e. So it goes,
with temperament and collective experiences, a unique explanation of the
thing we a11 seem to be searching for
arises.
Once, my friend Olde English
and I thought we had found itand then
awoke to an obese and foul sight quite
unlike the "queen of all my dreams" I
had met the night before.
I have spent the last year of my
life with the same little sparkplug.
When I geta little down,she continues
to start my engine and keeps the old
eight cylinder in high gear until my

daily duties are completed. The acquisition of this celebrated free agent a1tered my perspective to the way I play
the game. Rather than consuming large
quantities of ma1t liquor and doing laps
around The Edge or spending sleepless
nights contemplating my next move, I
just go about my business.
I found that the work day becomes much more productive, and
things didn't toil with my sanity as they
had before. If someone were to request
my definition of love, I would still
probably be at a loss for words.
Itseemsthatthefoolsattempting
to find and rationaliz.e this little piece of
heaven have confused it with some
materialistic possession. Some say, "a
babe with biguns," while others say it is
a pocket full of greenbacks.
Then there are those who insist
that if they have enough greenbacks,
they can convince their babe to purchase some "biguns."
We've lost many incredible artists due to a loss or lack oflove. From
Marilyn Monroe to Kurt Cobain, the
extensive list includes a beautiful array
of ta1ented individuals.
The numbers still climb as Haitians fleeashamelessdictatorand young
Germans shave their heads in the name
· of hate. I'm not sure what drives these
fools, but I assume it may be an absence
of a sort.
Maybe,ifeveryonewouldtakea
few minutes out of their day·to give a
struggling friend a kick start and possibly ignite a smile, we'd all find our piece
of love.

ORLANDO'S

PROGRESSIVE NIGHTCLUB

Now Showing

LaserGrunge

PINK FLOYD
Dark Side
Of The Moon

Sean Perry

Friday & Saturday: Midnight

Music Editor: Tom DiPaolo

DJ Swancey,
Michael White, Kenneth Loo, Jim
Martin, Nora Osario,Cynthia Conlin
Cover Photo:
Armando Solares

•

COST FOR ALL SHOWS $6.50
Seating is limited and on a
first-come, first-served basis.
Prices and shows subiect to
change without notice.

Derek Krause

Staff Writers:

•

Friday & Saturday: 11 :00 p.m.

II, Issue 5

Theater Editor: Rick Agster

Friday & Saturday
9:00 & 10:00 p.m.

The UnforgeHable
Laser Show

...
---~ume

Film Critic:

•

U2

If you want to meet our Music Editor, Tom
DiPaolo, you can either be a movie star, or
you better write for Axis. Call 823-8192.

Editor:

The Best In
Alternative Music

'..

~o

~~t~t~

810 E. Rollins Street
Orlando, Florida 32803
(.
407-896-7151
Directions: Take 1-4 to exit 43, 1/4 mile East
on left in Loch Haven Park - Free Parking

~C.~~'\
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Ezell
Ezell
(Saltwater)

Oasis
Definitely Maybe
(Creation)

Public Enemy
Muse Sick-N-Hour Mess Age
(DefJam)

When I first looked at Ezell's
debut release, it reeked ofan unimaginative independent album cover. I've
heard a few good independentrecordings in my time, so I tried to keep an
open mind. Ezell will be more than
happy to save your soul, so that when
you die, you can listen to them play
live for the rest of eternity-which is
my idea of hell.
Like the album sleeve, the
music proves just as bad. The music
· itself, however, is quite beautiful. The
band consists of Jeff Ezell on lead
guitar, Vincent Wynne on rhythm
guitar and John Hale on vocals.
Either the "sound" they were
going after was acoustic, or they
couldn't pay anyone else to play with
them. The latter is my theory ,ofcourse.
The music is good and well written,
but every song sounds the same and
has the same message. Ezell pursues
the religious aspect to the point of
exhaustion, and I soon find myself
flipping through the eight songs trying to find som~thing different. The
only thing I found was a shallow,
monotonous 40 minutes.

Calling all fans of Creation
Records-A new band to look for in
the near future is Oasis. Their latest
release, Definitely Maybe, uses the old
Creation formula - cut a decent album. For those not familiar with the
sound, the main ingredient is distortion. Guitars are used to create an
atmosphere of texturized noise that
makes you wanttocloseyoureyes and
soak up the sonic rays of sound.
Being an impressionable young
band from England, comparisons are
all but expected. Definitely Maybe
sounds a little bit like early Blur with
a dash of Suede for flavor, with good
hooks and above average lyrics. Two
songs that come to mind are ''Live
Forever" and "Supersonic."Like other
bands in the past, Oasis needs a little
bit of time to explore the musical
landscape and test their boundaries as
musicians. Oasis does not have that
same polished luster an experienced
bandsuchasRidemightpossess.However, thesheerpotential ofOasis makes
it worth the price of admission, Definitely more than Maybe.

"On this one, we had to come
out with... some retro-funk and laid
backR&B witharetro groove,"Chuck
D appropriately explains Public
Enemy's newest 72 minute message,
which is cleverly entitled ...Muse SickN-Hour Mess Age.
Flavo Flav is out of jail and
back on his silly joker tip with "I Ain't
Mad at All," which will definitely
becomeasmashhitsimilartohis 1989
release, ''911 is a Joke." Chuck ''Political" D manages to discuss every
serious political topic that exists today. This time, the sound bites and ·
hard-hitting beats are slightly different. On "Ain't Nuttin'
Buttersong," PE and the Bomb
Squad put a new twist on an old
classic-Jimi Hendrix 's legendary
Woodstock guitar solo of "The Star
Spangled Banner." Don ' t think for
a minute that PE has sold out to
regain their popularity. They're simply experimenting with sounds, because if there's one constant in the
rap industry, it's Public Enemy No.
1. Yeah Boyyyy.

Mars Audiatic Quintet
(Elektra)
Out of the U.K. and fresh off
Lollapalooza's second stage comes
Stereolab. Dreamy, hypnotically
wispy vocals permeate this album.
The ethereal feminine presence of
vocalist Laetitia Sadieris constantly
badgered by the swirling guitars
and psychedelic keyboards of the
rest of the lab technicians.
Steady,jangly pop stops this
disk from becoming another
''Manchester" clone band. However,
the mix isn' t perfectly crafted and
ends up sounding like one 80 minute
opus. A swirling class of 60s meets
90s, where cheesy Hammond organs flutter out against grainy guitar
stylings. The band isn't afraid of
getting experimental either. The
use of brass, tambourines and violins add to the eclectic feeling that
would clutter other releases but enhances this one. Images of campy
B- movies with girls in mini skirts
and hoola hoops dart through the
mind. Fans of dreamy pop like the
Cocteau Twins and Lush could dig
this, but anyone else will find it
overly repetitious and bland.

Dcadcyc Dicli on fareci af J.J. Wbispcr's
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•Halcyon
(Downtown Jazz & Blues)
•Joe "King" Carrasco
(The Junkyard)

23 • Scaries, Ringworm
(The Edge)
•Tory Voodoo
(Yab Yum)
by JIM MARTIN

24 • Jim Reddin

Axis writer

(Yab Yum)
• Roach Thompson
Blues Band
(The Junkyard)

25 • Overkill, Pro-Pain
(Club Nowhere)
•Green Day
(The Edge) Field
• Widespread Panic,
Freddy Jones
(The Edge)

26 • 311
(Downtown Jazz & Blues)

27 • J-Sun
(Downtown Jazz & Blues)

28 • Jennyanykind
(The Edge)
• League of Nations
(Downtown Jazz & Blues)
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eadeye Dick, riding
the wave of their
hit single "New
Age Girl," rolled into town to
play J.J. Whispers last Friday
night. You may not recognize the
name of this band, but chances
are you have heard the single.
You know, "Mary Moon, she's a
vegetarian/ ..... she loves me so,
she hates to be alone/ she don't
like meat but she sure likes the
bone." The parking lot was
packed, as was the club. Local
talent Tabitha's Secret opened for
them, making Friday a folk roc;k
night.
Hailing from New Orleans,
Deadeye Dick has been milling
around the Southeast for about
two years. Their latest release, A
Different Story, has been out for
most of those two years. I was
skeptical when I first received a
copy of their debut album, as I
figured with a catchy single like

"New Age Girl," they were strong them if they were afraid they
candidates to be pushed off the would lose mainstream interests
cliff of one-hit wonders.
when "New Age Girl" begins to
Surprisingly, the album fade as a single. Miller admitted
turned out to be a
respectable collection of l f songs.
Clever, smart lyrics along with
catchy song writing make this album one worth
picking up, lnflu·ences on A Different Story range
from the Beatles to
Simon
and
Garfunkel to U2.
This is not a
great
album,
though, mostly because the band had
only been together
for only four weeks
when it was recorded. But seeing
this band two years
after the fact gave
mea whole new respect for their music.
Deadeye
Dick is made up of
photo/SOLARES
singer, songwriter
Guillotte
and
Deadeye
Dick
put
together a
and guitarist Caleb
two
hour
set
last
Friday
night.
Guillotte, bassist
Mark Miller and
drummer Bill Landry. Deadeye that it is a thin song.
Dick just came back from a one
"We just completed videos
week vacation. They had been for 'Marguerite' and 'Perfect Famtouring almost non-stop after sign- ily ,' and we're ready to show that
ing with Ichiban Records. I asked we are a serious band," Guillotte

explained.
More than 50 percent of
Deadeye Dick's show consisted
of new songs. They have three or
four albums worth of material,
but they have been so busy touring they haven'thad time to record.
I could hear a monumental difference in the band between their
album and their show. Their songs
are much tighter and even catchier
than before.
Since they were from New
Orleans, known for it's jazz and
zydeco music, I wondered if they
were tempted to try their hand at
exploring new music.
They declined, saying they
were just going to see what happens, but maybe something would
become of it in the future. Although "New Age Girl " is the No.
2 most requested song on The
Box, an all-request Video Music
channel, MTV hasn 't jumped onto
the Deadeye bandwagon.
The band was not concerned
aboutMTV's lack of interest. They
are confident that either "Marguerite" or "Perfect Family" will
be successful and were happy the
song had gotten as far as it has.
The last question I asked was what
the future held for Deadeye Dick.
"We'll record a follow-up to
our debut, then hit the road for
another nine months," Guillotte
said with a smile.
With the long, hard road behind them, Deadeye Dick seems
prepared for the longer road ahead.

Fitting

sex thing

Attempts to define the hazy line between love and sex can be difficult
by JIM MARTIN
Axis writer

Most people come to college to
expand their horizons, to become affluent in the arts and to learn to be a
working part of today's global society. Others come for the alcohol and
the opposite sex.
True, college is a great place to
meet one's concubine. The downside
is that you'll have to pay your dues
before you meet that certain someone.
Today the lines oflove and sex are so
large and blurry one is not quite sure
where they stand with their respective
lover.Ononehand,acouplemayhave
sexona~vennight. They wake up the
next morning, say good-bye and never
thinkabouteachothereveragain.One
of those same two people may get into
a relationship a week later and not
think about making the move on the
other until a few months later.
It seems okay to have sex with
someone you have no feelings for, but
it is a bad idea to do it early on in a

serious relationship. Has sex lost it's
meaningintoday'ssociety?Doesanyonecare?Iposedthequestion''Istheir
anycorrelationbetweensexandlove?''
to some UCF students.
Sex is something to
passthetime.Loveisdeep,
meaningful andfu.lfilling.
-Brian
Lovedoesn'talways
mean sex, and sex doesn't
necessarily mean love. Tunah
The only difference
is an orgasm -Meagan
Sex is something
tluit shoul.d be sacrificed
for the person you will
marry. -Andrew
Loveisaprocessof
the mind, and sex is a process of the heart.... and other body
parts. -Jon
In talkingwithover20people,
the answer was basically unanimous.
Although a few said they did not
personally believe in the statement,

they felt it was a truth in society. As
the pendulum of the sexual promiscuitybeginstoswingbacktowhere
it was in the '60s and '70s, society is
adapting.

Sex is no longer a ceremonious act of one giving their heart to
another, it is a form ofrecreation.
"It is the best stress buster
thereis,"saidastudentwhochooses
to remain anonymous. Doctors say

that sex is one of the keys to good
mental health. This seems to be a
pillar of sexual truth on which
many people support themselves.
What's the harm in a little sex?
Other than things in
which I choose not to
mention due to overkill, not much. As
long as theproperprecautions are taken, no
one gets hurt.
The United
States is led by Christian leaders and directed by that same
doctrine. Recent generations have found
the biblical morality
barktobemuchmore
vicious than its bite.
The generation origin of our leaders is changing before our eyes.
Our president, Bill Clinton, is the
first president to admit that his
marriage hasn't been perfect. It is
impossible to name any past presi-

dent who has admitted such acts
without shame.
Maybe we aren't afraid of
what we'll find when we walk
into the valley of death. Go anywhere and you'll be sure to find a
gross of pickup trucks carrying
the "No Fear" sticker. This "No
Fear" attitude can pretty much
explain behavioroftheday. There
is no restraint or guilt because
their is no fear.
Fact of the matter is, people
are having sex. No one is going to
stop them from having sex, because two (or more) consenting
adults have the freedom te do what
they want. It is no one's place in
this country to tell anyone else
how to act. This country's
founders were refugees of religious persecution. Make sure your
not either. I'm sure that most of
you would rather be having sex
than reading this article. So what's
keeping you. Go buy someone a
drink. Maybe you'll fall in love.

constant excitement in her life, and
that is when the amusing problems
begin.
The performance as.a whole
did not satisfy my expectations.
Scenes with Corie and Paul did not
flow, and the lack of concentration
left much to be desired. Benson lost
his train of thought more than once,
and the spice that Simon put into
this unique couple was nowhere to

appoinnnent. A big part of the comic
relieffallsontheshouldersofVelasco,
yetRhind's voice was barely audible.
The punch lines in this comedy were
stale, and the characters, instead of
enthusiastic, seemed subdued.
This performance was definitely not a lost cause. Susan Terrel,
who played Corie's mother, cafried
the weight of the play. Her portrayal
of a loving, yet neurotic mother kept

So much for love and Barefoot
in the Park. I do have to say that the
play made me laugh - not even a
disappointing performance can
dampen Neil Simon's sense of humor. Please make sure you really
know the person whom you marry.
Finding out the details after having the
signed contract in your hands is far
from amusing, and walking barefoot
in the park in New York in the middle
of winter will not always prevent a
break-_up_._ _

---------------------·
Nei Simon o ers a umorous insig t into
the four letter word in 'Barefoot in the Park'

by NORA OSORIO
Axis Writer

Dedicating this week's issue
to the popular four letter word called
love, not in February, but in September- Fight in the middle of the
stressing first weeks of school,
seemed a bit odd. I don't know
about you, but UCF is killing all the
loving bones in my body. Maybe
this would prove to be an enUghtening experience. The romantic comec!y, Neil Simon's Barefoot in the
Park, seemed to be the missing

ingredient for a publication dedicated to love.
Barefoot in the Park opened
September 16th at The Stage Theatre and will be playing until October 2nd. The story takes place on
the top floor of an old apartment
building in New York's 48th Street.
A young couple, just out of their
honeymoon, begin their journey
through the awkWard first stages of
married life. Paul Bratter (Boyd
Benson), the husband, is a law school
graduate who carefully plans every
movement he makes. Corie (Amy
Detwiler), his young wife, needs

befo~

~~~~~~~~

Barrie Rhind's portrayal of
Victor Velasco, the 58-year-old
playboy· and friend of the Bratter
couple, proved to be another dis-

ity.
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'282-_0 505
Located across from U.C.F., in
the UC6 Shopping Center

We Deliver!
A~ the UCf Arena

Oct. 14

$5-Large Cheese
Take Out or Dine In Only
Must Have Valid
Student I.D.

(
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Cinematic food for thought with a little redemption

•

'Shawshank' gives a powerful look into prision life
•

The Shawshank Redemption
(our of 4)
Rated "R'

***

•
by Derek Krause
Axis film critic

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

nothingness in these scenes, they
are shallow and just seem to happen
for no apparent reason.
Darabont does, however, deliver a well-received message about
compassion and love between
friends. He stays consistent in the

•

***

1

:··~

times, thefilmdoesjusticetoitsmany his channel in an awkward way .
themes, telling a simple story about Whoever said filmmaking was concomplexsituationsthatnoteverybody ventional? A fun and intriguing
is able to experience. ''Everyone is mystery is at the depth of The
innocent,"theprisonersofShawshank Shawshank Redemption, and Tim
proclaim, yet innocence is chan- Robbins fulfills this void in one of
neled in many ways. Robbins picks · those not-so-awkward ways.

~~~~---'==---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TRADE-IN
CD'S

c
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•

peak. Comedy is tossed around
like Chu's precious food, with
precision and spice. The laughs
(out of 4) Not Rated
are well timed and Lee never
confuses dramatic tones with huby DEREK KRAUSE
morous ones, although combines
Axis film critic
the two making for some awkMaster Chu has lost his . ward situations.
In an opening scene, the
taste buds-for food, for life. But,
for the most sought after chef in audience is raced through a kitchen
Taiwan, food is his life. Along restaurant filled with steam, deliwith his three daughters ready- cacies, and flying skillets. Chef
ing to leave home, Chu's cook- Chu describes cooking as an art,
ing has been what he might call as no other scene more defines the
"slop", compared to the culinary film's passion for food. His stubmasterpieces he once prepared. born and witty performance is
Eat Drink Man Woman (which is genuine and. reminiscent of his
currently playing at the Enzian character in Pushing Hands. His
Theater), uses food as a catalyst three daughters are charming and
to tell the story of a family rela- carry their roles with strength and
tionship naturally growing apart. a beauty only rivaling their own.
Ang Lee's Eat Drink Man
The third film in this Taiwanese trilogy, all directed by Woman has some obvious HollyAng Lee (Pushing Hands, The wood influences, but still mainWedding Banquet), is calm and tains its Taiwanese culture, which
secretive, never revealing too makes for a mouth-watering dish
much about its characters, yet of shrimp, rice, tofu, and a few
just enough to keep curiosity at a surprises.
Eat Drink Man Woman

Behind Rita
Hayworth
and
Marilyn Monroe exists a hope that only
prisoners can imagine.
This hope exists, yet
isn't easily achieved.
Tim Robbins and
Morgan Freeman express this feeling in a
unique way in their
new film,
The
Shawshank Redemption.
As a wealthy
banker accused of
murdering his wife and
lover, And·y Dufresne
(Robbins) is thrown
into Shawshank prison Morgan Freeman and Tim Robbins are immates in The Shawshank
for two life sentences. Redemption, which opens next Friday.
Soon after his arrival,
he establishes what will become a main characters and produces a re- fromhead-to-headshotswithRobbins
lifelong friendship with Red (Free- alistic bond between Andy and Red and Freeman, to well-choreographed
man), who already has given 20 that absorbs the audience into a brief scenes high above the prison courtyears towa,rd his prison rehabilita- glimpse of true friendship. In a film yard, Shawshank gives off vibes of
tion. As time gets served, Andy and where two outstanding actors thrive sensitivity and warmness, as well as
Red's friendship grows deeper and on each other's talent, Robbins and profound and domineering power,
the usual prison hardships come and Freeman are composed and give which are so enchanting they somego.
natural performances. Their con- times sway the audience from the
What makes the film unusual, vers.ations alone welcome thought, dialogue.
·
however, is that beneath all the hard- and give the film a mark of quality.
Although melodramatic at
ships lie more creative morals and a The film ' s supporting characters \
greater mystery only the audience aren't so original. With the typical
The 3rd
can conceive. Adapted from a abusive guard and back-stabbing
Stephen King novella, Shawshank warden, yet with the profes~ionalcarries themes of hope and friend- ism of Robbins and Freeman, the
ship which baste the film with for- others don't add up to · even two
giveness and "redemption" of its months of a life term.
characters, the prisoners. UnfortuAs friendship and hope fill
nately, Frank Darabont (director/ Shaws!umk, the film also deals with
writer) tends to get lost in these a mentality that clutters the minds of
moralistic ideas and underplays the prisoners behind their individual
harshness of prison life-not that walls of life. Institutionalized, as
the brutal beatings and rapes aren't Red says, is a fear that if you stay in
revealed, but the situations Jack com- prison long enough you might not
mitment. Rather than effecting the want to leave. This fear, of getting
audience with a sense of evil and out and not knowing how to survive

USED
CD'S

•

At the Enzian

on the outside, ties together with hope.
Inadditiontocreatingasenseofreality
to the film and an innermessage not so
visible to the average filmgoer, these
two sides separate Andy and Red and
their mindset behind life in prison,
With personalized photography,

WAXTREE
WAXTREE CARRIES A WIDE VARIETY
OF MUSIC, T-SHIRTS, POSTERS AND
STICKERS. THE EXTENSIVE SELECTION
OF NEW AND USED TAPES AND CD'S
INCLUDES ALTERNATIVE, REGGAE,
COUNTRY, B-LUES, JAZZ AND MORE.
AT WAXTREE YOU CAN EVEN SELL OR
TRADE YOUR CD'S & TAPES.
WAXTREE IS LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
ALOMA AVE. & 436 IN THE SEMORAN
SHOPPING CENTER, WINTER PARK.
407-677-8897
MONDAY-SATURDAY 11-8, SUNDAY 12-5
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PETER CRISS AUTOGRAPH SESSION!

(His first autograph session ever in Florida)!

0

All day KISS VIDEO SHOW

0

100 tables of dealers• from around the world, selling
every KISS item ever made!!!

0

The first 100 people in line will receive FREE promotional
KISS products and merchandise!!! (Even more than last
year and worth much more than your ticket cost!)

0

Special discounted KISS Convention room rates at the
Holiday Inn International Hotel. (Call 407-351-3500 and
ask for the special KISS Convention rate).

WITH SPECIAL GUEST

PETER CRISS
Autograph and Question and Answer session!

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 25th, 11am-8pm in ORLANDO
at the Orlando H.OLIOAV INN,INTERNATIONAL ResOrt Hotel, 6515'. lnternation.al Dr.
~croJs.~omWET AND WILD water oark. Take E>e1t:~9 offlr1terstate 4).
'Dealer table l l !ll l , 11 i:., SGS lnr ih• ~ l11sl
6 ' l<t!Jh· and S45 llll •11 •.rlic1_ F.; x 24
l1ours tu 1escrvc - 7i., 1 053 2488, m

write: KISS CONVE.i-ITION, PO Box
10863, Blacksburg, VA 24062

111\.11 01 1,

TICKETS ARE $10 ADVANCE, $12
AT THE DOOR, AVAILABLE AT ALL
TICKETMASTER LOCATIONS

~ 1 11 ~1111 .11

~

.v.JSTEa

AT 1;,\ Ht:K.'i. Sl'Ol<lS

L." . l~llTl::I>,

SOUl\O Wt.KEllOUSE, SPEC 'S,
le TIJE INflNITE MUSllllOOM

(407) 839-3900
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New England Patriots (+3) at Detroit
Lions. The Patsies looked good last week on
offense once again, but so would the Tampa
Bay Yuccaneers if they had God Bledsoe at
quarterback. As for Detroit, they were nothing less than spectacular on national television last Monday evening against the Dallas
One-stars. Between the home-field advantage and discrepancies in the two teams'
defenses, I feel that the Lions should win this
one, and cover the minuscule spread as well.
D.L. 28-N.E. 22.
New Orleans Saints (+ 15) at the San
Francisco' 49ers. The Saints were bad enough
before Jim Everett went down last week, and
putting Wade Wilson at quarterback is like
trying to cover up a gusbing laceration with a
paper towel and a piec~ of Scotch tape. This
I
will be no contest even though the Saints have
had the Niners number over the past few
seasons. The only number the Saints should
be concerned with is 21 - Deion Sanders.
Deion is back, and he'll more than likely be
playing more in the secondary in addition to
returning kickoffs and punt return duties. I say
the Niners in a triple-decker cake walk, which
means they'll win by at least 21 if not more.
S.F. 35 - N.O. 14.
Pittsburgh Steelers (even) at Seattle
Seahawks. The Steelers have yet to prove
themselves worthy of all the preseason hype.

Seatt1e has been a pleasant surprise so far this
season. The Seahawks shine on both sides of
the ball. Rick Mirer may end up throwing two
or three completions to Rod Woodson in this
one. The Steelers should win barring they
don't wear those hideous old Australian rules
football jerseys again. Bananas Foster will
run for 100 yards this week, but it won't be
easy. Cornerback Patrick Hunter's hamstring
injury could be the hole in the secondary that
Neil O'Donnell is looking for. Steelers should
win this by a field goal. P.S. 21 - S.S. 18.
San Diego Chargers (+4.5) at L.A. Raiders. The Chargers look great this season and
have been able to remain undefeated. They
handled the Seahawks last week like Sen. Bob
Packwood handled his secretary. The Raiders
looked great as well when they took apart the
newly revamped Broncos' secondary. The
Chargers' defense won't be quite as easy, and
I feel the Raiders will lose this one in a tight
West Coast battle. The decisive edge will be
San Diego's running game (Natrone Means)
and the Raiders lack ofone. S .D. 24 - L.A. 14.
Chicago Bears (+7) at the New York
Jets. The Bears are horrid this season, and the
possibility of quarterback Eric Kramer missing the game might actually help them. The
Jets lost to a good Miami team, and sporadic
Boomer can't get the job done. A nonexistent
Bears' defense will be just the right antidote
for an ailing Boomer. The Jets are better than
Da Bears and that's that. N.Y. 21 - C.B. 10.

Monday nighter:
Denver Broncos (+7) at Buffalo Bills.
This is a matchup of the AFC's worst representatives in the Superbowl. The only question in this game is which team has made a
bigger fool of themselves in the past. The
Broncos have to win eventually, and that's

why, once again, I'll pick the Broncos, because eventually they have to prove me right.
Elway with the "drive," unfortunately it will
be the only one. D.B. 7 - B.B. 0.

Justin ·
L.A. Rams (+ 14) at Kansas City Chiefs .
I miscalculated the strength of Kansas City.
They look like they can win consistently. The
Rams are still struggling despiteJeromeBetti' s
huge rushing performance last week. You
can't pick against the Chiefs' defense at home.
K.C. 27 - L.A. 10:
Cleveland Browns (+ 1.5) at the Indianapolis Colts. The Brownies extinguished all
of the Buddyball flames last Sunday, but
Arizona isn't exactly a perennial powerhouse
this season. Indiana played Pittsburgh pretty
tough and had a shot at winning the game. Jim
Harbaugh isn't exactly a stellar quarterback,
and the Browns Antonio Langham is playing
well. C.B. 27 - J.C. 14.
Miami Dolphins (+3) at Minnesota Vikings. Warren Moon is starting to look comfortable with the Viking system, and Miami
suffered another loss in the secondary when

Game of the week:
Miami Dolphins at Minnesota Vikings. Miami brings their perfect 3-0 record
to Minnesota where Warren Moon has found
some offense to go along with their roughneck "D."

Dog of the week:

Muhammed Oliver went down last
Sunday. It should be easy pickings for Warren
Moon, and Terry Allen will surely have a
descent day. If not, the Minnesota defense is
too strong for Miami to handle. M.V. 24 M.D.17.
Tampa Bay Buccaneers (+7) at Green
Bay Packers. This is the annual Bay of Pigs
football game. Before the season started, this
could have been a nice little matchup, but
Tampa Bay still hasn't put everything together, and Green Bay has digressed considerably since last season. The gai.ne will be at
Lambeau Field, so you have to pick the Pack.
G.B. 17 - T.B. 10.
Cincinnati Bengals (+8.5) at Houston
Oilers. Houston's well looks like it has run dry
this season, and they're about consistent as the
weather, playing Dallas tough and then losing
at home to Buffalo. Cincinnati doesn't seem to
be a formidable opponent in the House of
Pain. Houston will pick up a win in this one.
H.O. 24 - C.B. 14.
Atlanta Falcons (-2) at Washington
Redskins. Atlanta got manhandled by KC last
Sunday. Washington hung tough with the
Giants. Jeff George will probably rebound
with a huge effort, and Andre Rison certainly
can't be happy with last Sunday's performance. A.F. 28 - W.R. 21.
Jhaaitlim'~
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* Mr Delias was 3-4 both against the
spread and straight up last week. That's one
game better than he was last week. Who
knows, maybe he'll followthepathoftheNew
England Patriots who got one point closer to
victory every week before finally beating the
Bengals last weekend. 8-13 overall.

Cincinnati Bengals at Houston Oilers. The two AFC Central cellar-dwellers
JJ i!l~N.>Jfd 3 lf~ 'C CJ!.d
are both 0-3. Someone will finally get a
* 3-4 in both columns. Jay keeps his
victory, even though no one really deserves head above the water of mediocrity. 11-10
to .
overall.
1

Before the game ...

•

Football Follies

•

Tinker Field 9 a.m - noon
Wacky games for. kids ages 5 -14

•
•

•

Tailgate Party
Tinker Field 11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Barbecue Lunch
$6.00 - Students and Alumnae, $3.00 - kids under 7
R.S.V.P. by September 19th, call 823-ALUM

At the game ...
Second Annual "Central Florida's
Rockin Rally for United Way"

•

Exciting half-time entertainment
Great prize give-aways
Half of all ticket sales proceeds go to United Way

After the game ...

•

·-

•
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UCF's secondary is decimated
O Steve Wright,
Darius Faulk and Brian
Crutcher are all out.
Can the secondary
rise to the occasion?
by JUSTIN DELIAS
Staff writer

The University of Central
Florida Golden Knights' defense
suffered big losses this past
week- three injured players that
are now lost
for the season.
Safety
B r a i n
Crutcher
was diagnosed with a
narrowing of
the spinal
cord . after Crutcher
suffering
from "stingers," a condition where
the arm tingles with numbness a11
the way to the finger tips, which
usually occurs when a nerve in the
shoulder is pinched during a big
hit. It is a problem that Crutcher
has had his whole life, but was
unaware of until a recent MRI
and CatScan revealed it.
"Every time I hit in the last
game, I would get stingers all down
my arm. Every time I hit, it was
like something' s wrong, so they
took me to the doctor to get
checked·out."

The doctors recommended Mccrone believes that the
that Crutcher stop playing, and Knights have the right personnel
thus Crutcher' s football career has to do the job, and he does not
come to a halt. For now, Crutcher expect the problems with the secwill help the other team members ondary to have an affect on the
learn the position, and will work team's chances of winning.
"We'll miss these guys, but
for the team as a student assistant.
Crutcher' s loss ~a big blow as far as thinking we're going to
to UCF's defensive secondary. be [crippled] back there, no.
Crutcher was one of the fastest We 're not going to be bad. We ' re
people on the team, and his pres- not going to be bad at all ."
ence on the field will be greatly
missed. Defensive coordinator
D Western Kentucky notes:
Ron Mccrone is disappointed with
the unfortunate loss of a player
The Hilltoppers are 3-0 so
like Crutcher.
far this season and ranked number
"Brian was just now com- 11 on the Sports Network Poll. To
ing into his own ... I was looking open the season, they had a home
forward to him having a great game against state rivals Eastern
year."
Kentucky, who they defeated , 24Mccrone added that not 21. Then they-travelled to Murray
only would Crutcher' splay on the State where they manhandled them,
field be missed, but also his "char- 39-13.
acter, class and great leadership."
Last week, they downed AusSafety Steven Wright in- tin Peay at home in a defensive
LAAES/Futur
jured his knee in Saturday 's game battle, 21-3. Special teams and de- 320-pound offensive tackle Ray Forsythe is a menacing
and will probably miss the rest of fense won this game for the sight to every opposing defensive tackle that faces UCF.
this season. This is especially un- Hilltoppers last wt;ekend. They
fortunate for Wright, as he missed scored their first touchdown when
a11 of last season with an ankle walk-on freshman Vince Tweddell
injury.
blocked a punt and CB Meco
Wright's back-up in -the Malcome caught it in mid-air and by ALLEN KUSHNER
playing on a team that in one year
game, Darius Faulk, also injured ran it in for a touchdown. Later _ Staffwriter
will make the jump to I-A? Do you
his knee. Faulk will be out the Austin Peay had the ball first-and- - - - - - - - - - - - feel that you have helped UCF on
entire season, and he will be goal at the Western Kentucky three
Even after UCF's heartbreak- it's way?
redshirted to retain the year of yard-line, where the Topper de- ing loss to Valdosta State at the Citrus
Well, Coach McDowell talked
eligibility.
fense held on four downs. Defen- Bowl, members of the UCF football to us this morning before practice and
Despite these huge losses, · siveEnd WilliamHoward led WKU team still have high hopes for a fine said that we are part ofhistory happenMcCrone is confident that UCF withacareer-high 19tackles.Meco 1994 season. One of those members is ing. It's an exciting feeling knowing
has the depth to fill ·the empty Malcome also had 15 tackles. These senior offensive tackle Ray Forsythe. thatin a few years, I'll sit back and see
spots. Several young players will are the guys to keep an eye on come At 6-4 and 320 pounds, he is one of the UCF play Nebraska in the Orange
be asked to step up and play big. game time.
largest men ever to don a Qolden Bowl and be able to say, ' I helped the
Knights uniform.
team get to where they are.' It is very
~---------------'!
Forsythe transferred from Kent exciting to know that we, as Seniors,
UCF drops in Sports Network Poll State in 1993 and has since made his helped get UCF to Division I-A.
•
•• •• ••
• presence known in Division I-AA
FromyourdaysatKentState,
rankings.
He
has
been
ranked
among
do
you
feel that UCF, give or take a
The UCF Golden Knights'
the top five linemen in Division I-AA few years, will be a legitimate I-A
Football team dropped in the
by The Sporting News. After college, squad?
Sports Network Poll despite the
he hopes to play in the NFL.
Well, as in every school that
manhandling they gave the
You have been listed by The moves up, there is a rebuilding period
Sporling News as one of the top five which can take two, ft ve, maybe even
Bethune-Cookman Wildcats last
linemen in the country in Division 1- 10 years. UCF is on the rise with the
weekend, 48-17. UCF dropped
AA. How do you feel about that?
athletes that are coming in, and I feel
from number 12 to number 1~ in
I don't pay much attention to the that in a couple of years, that they will
the poll of I-AA teams. Alcorn
rankings. It's nice to have earned it, but be beating top-notch schools.
it's the preseason. It would have been
State moved up from number 15
Hyon do not play in the NFL,
even nicer if it was the post-season, so what would you like to be doing?
to number 12, bumping UCF
that's what I am looking forward to
I do not like to think about it,
down a spot.
right now.
but I guess I have to think about it. I
The Golden Knight's opponent
Would you like to play in the discussed it with my wife. I am 21
this week, Western Kentucky, is
NFL if given the opportunity?
hours away from graduating with a
It's a goal of mine to play in the degree in liberal studies and a minor in
now 3-0 and continues to hold on
NFL,butafteryesterday' sperformance history. I would like to teach history in
to the 11th position. UCF' s
[Valdosta State game],Isee it slipping junior high or high school. I would
homecoming opponent, Troy
away, so I'll just have to kick it up alsoliketocoach.lfthesethingsdonot
State Trojans, are currently
another gear and play harder.
work out, then my backup is to plan is
ranked fourth with a perfect 3-0
\Vhatareyourfeelingsabout to go into WWF Wrestling.
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U<CJF FooH:»21Rli: Western Kentucky at the Citrus Bowl, Saturday at 1 p.m ..
UCCf Memt § § occer: UNC Charlotte Soccer Classic: Alabama A&M, Saturday at 1p.m.;
UNC Charlotte, Sunday at 2 p.m .
. U<CF Womemt § §occer~ University of Massachussetts Classic: U Mass, Saturday at 12p.m.;
University of Connecticut, Sunday at 2: 15p.m.
UCCP VoHeylbaH: New Orleans Tournament: Southwestern Louisiana, Friday at 4p.m.; Northeast
Louisiana, Friday at 6p.m.; Southeastern Louisiana, Saturday at 12p.m.; New Orleans at 4p.m ..
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